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• The Mars UVC module continuously cleans the internal
components that prevents biological growth and
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MANAGING THE ATMOSPHERE
FOR CONSISTENT PRODUCT QUALITY
The outcome of manufacturing is its best when the environment is highly
controlled. Regulating the environment must include the ability to normalize
temperature and block dust and debris from precision operations. As one of
the industry leaders in home safety, product pioneers and hosts to multiple
US-based manufacturing facilities, Kwikset knew the value they could realize
by controlling the atmosphere. The Kwikset team turned to Mars to produce
the heated air curtains they knew would be essential to ride herd over their
shipping and receiving dock doors at their California facility and achieved the
result they intended.

QUANTIFIED ENERGY SAVINGS +
INCREASING WORKER PRODUCTIVITY
Large cavernous manufacturing centers withstand complexities -- voluminous
staff, high traffic, inconsistent climate control, and ongoing pressure to create
productive working environments so output goals are hit month after month.
In the Campbell Soup Company’s sprawling, 2.4 million-sq.-ft. facility, a collection of exterior doors continually introduce outside air. Facility managers were
using propeller-based fans in an ill-working attempt to barricade the unwanted
airflow they blamed for drafts and shrinking productivity. The fans were doubly
ineffective because they relied on excessively high horsepower to produce a
wide projection of diffused air. The Mars air curtain solution was able to produce a precision air barrier with a concentrated blast of air that used only three
(3) total horsepower versus the fan’s excessive 15 hp or the energy equivalency
of one standard metal parking light with a 1500-watt metal halide bulb turned
on for one hour.
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For over 50 years, Mars Air Systems has been the international leader
with air curtains. Manufacturing products of the highest reliability that can
fit a range of applications and sizes; from drive-thru windows to receiving
doors to outdoor patios, we help you comply with federal and state regulations while we lower energy costs and protect climatized air.

